ABSTRACT Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been applied to various fields and achieved high performances. However, they require significant computing resources because of their numerous parameters, even though some of those parameters are redundant and do not contribute to the DNN performance. Recently, to address this problem, many knowledge distillation-based methods have been proposed to compress a large DNN model into a small model. In this paper, we propose a novel knowledge distillation method that can compress a vehicle maker classification system based on a cascaded convolutional neural network (CNN) into a single CNN structure. The system uses mask regions with CNN features (Mask R-CNN) as a preprocessor for the vehicle region detection and has a structure to be used in conjunction with a CNN classifier. By the preprocessor, the classifier can receive the background-removed vehicle image, which allows the classifier to have more attention to the vehicle region. With this cascaded structure, the system can classify the vehicle makers at about 91% performance. Most of all, when we compress the system into a single CNN structure through the proposed knowledge distillation method, it demonstrates about 89% accuracy, in which only about 2% of the accuracy is lost. Our experimental results show that the proposed method is superior to the conventional knowledge distillation method in terms of performance transfer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have garnered attention owing to their excellent performance in various fields such as computer vision, speech recognition, and big data. In particular, a convolutional neural network (CNN) demonstrates remarkable performance that exceeds human visual limits in image classification or recognition. As the CNN can extract and abstract meaningful features from a large amount of image data, it can classify and recognize images with high performance [1] . Recently, CNN architectures tend to have a deeper structure to extract more discriminative features; however, these structures require numerous weight parameters. This implies that it requires a tremendous amount of memory and
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computing resources, and cannot operate in environments with limited computing resources, such as an embedded environment. Recently, various methods have been proposed to overcome these disadvantages. Network architectures with low memory usage and high performance have been proposed [2] - [6] , and several methods of compressing a CNN by removing unnecessary parameters or filters have been actively proposed [7] , [8] .
In addition, a method of implementing a small highperformance network by transferring the performance of a large network to a small network has been proposed. This method was first proposed by Buciluǎ et al. [9] , and subsequently the concept was generalized by Hinton et al. [10] . It is called knowledge distillation, and follow-up studies have been performed actively until recently.
Vehicle maker and model recognition (MMR) means recognizing a vehicle maker or model name from a given vehicle image; it has been studied for a long time as a field of computer vision. MMR is an essential part of intelligent systems for various topics such as traffic volume management or monitoring, automatic vehicle surveillance, smart city, and intelligent transportation system (ITS). Vehicle maker classification is a prior step to implement such an MMR [11] .
Unlike other fields, MMR has limitations on the angle of view of the input image. Owing to the nature of vehicles, discriminative features are mostly located on the front or rear part of a vehicle. Hence, limited methods that work only for the front or rear view of the vehicle have been proposed [13] , [14] . Additionally, in some cases, methods using only specific parts such as a headlamp or a logo of a vehicle as a classification criterion have been proposed [12] .
In this paper, we propose a novel vehicle maker classification system that does not operate only at a specific part of the input image or at a specific angle of view, but covers some external differences caused by a region of sales and model year. We remove the unnecessary background region of the input vehicle image using mask regions with CNN features (Mask R-CNN) [15] conducting the object detection and segmentation as a preprocessor. By providing the backgroundremoved vehicle image through the preprocessor, the classifier can have more attention to the vehicle region at the training phase to extract meaningful features for each maker. This is beneficial in reducing classifier misclassifications owing to noise such as prominent objects in the background region.
However, introducing the preprocessor renders the system structure bulky. Hence, we propose a knowledge distillation method that can compress a CNN-cascaded system into a single CNN structure. Using this method, the compressed system can demonstrate almost the same performance as before the compression. The main contributions of our work are as follows:
• The proposed vehicle maker classification system can perform the classification for most areas of the vehicle not just operating at a specific angle of view or specific parts such as the front or rear parts of the vehicle.
• By introducing a CNN-based object detection algorithm as the system's preprocessor and inputting backgroundremoved images into the classifier, the training allows for the classifier pay more attention to the vehicle region of the input image. This ensures the robustness of the classifier to noise such as prominent parts in the background of the input image.
• We propose a novel knowledge distillation method based on a feature map distance that can compress a CNN-cascaded system into a single CNN structure, and demonstrate its possibility through experiments.
II. RELATED WORKS A. NETWORK COMPRESSION
CNN exhibits excellent performance; however, its memory usage is extremely large, thus hindering its application to an environment where hardware resources are limited. In this section, we introduce several methods to solve this problem.
1) PRUNING
Pruning is an effective method to reduce the amount of hardware resource consumption. Pruning can be divided into weight pruning [7] and filter pruning [8] . Weight pruning is a method of eliminating the connection of nodes with a small weight, and it renders the network structure sparse. Hence, models with fully connected layers, such as AlexNet [16] and VGGNet [17] , can be reduced significantly. However, the network structure after weight pruning is unstructured, and this imbalance makes it difficult to accelerate the model's inferring speed. Meanwhile, filter pruning means eliminating filters and their associated feature maps which are identified as having a low contribution based on the sum of its absolute weights. Unlike weight pruning, this method has the advantage that it can apply various methods to accelerate the inferring speed because the network structure after filter pruning is regular.
2) KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION
Knowledge distillation implies transferring the performance of a model using a large and deep CNN architecture or network ensemble to a smaller or single network.
Bucilua et al. proposed a method of generating unlabeled data that resemble original ones by oversampling the existing training data. The additionally generated data were labeled through the ensemble model, and the increased data were used as training data for a single network. Their experimental results indicated that the performance of a single network increased in proportion to the amount of generated data and gradually reached the performance of the ensemble model.
Hinton et al. proposed a method to provide the teacher's softmax output as a training criterion when considering an ensemble model as a teacher and a single network as a student. The student was trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss between the student and teacher's softmax outputs. They argued that if the softmax output had a somewhat uniform distribution, it would rather be a medium containing more information. For that purpose, they proposed a modified softmax function as follows, and used the teacher's softmax output as a performance transfer medium.
where z i denotes the i-th logit value, and j denotes the number of neurons in the output layer. That is, the denominator is the sum of the exponential functions for all logit values. In the case of T , which is a hyperparameter, if the value is one, this function becomes the same as that of the original softmax.
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However, when T exhibits a value of more than one, a more uniform output is produced. Similarly, Shen et al. [18] proposed a method of adding a fully connected (FC) layer to the architectures of the teacher and student based on Hinton et al.'s work. The additional FC layer increased the dimension of the teacher's output. This allowed for the student to receive more information regarding the teacher's performance. Ba et al. [19] proposed a method of transferring the teacher's performance by training the student to minimize the L2-loss between the teacher and student's logit values; further, Sau and Balasubramanian [20] proposed a method to add a slight noise to the teacher's logit value and used it as a performance transfer medium.
Through such knowledge distillation, the student can achieve performance similar to that of the teacher. Therefore, knowledge distillation can be regarded as a method of compressing a large DNN model into a smaller model. However, according to a follow-up study [21] , a significant difference in performance is observed between the teacher and the student even after knowledge distillation in some cases. To compensate for this problem, it is known that the student needs to be retrained with new data.
B. VEHICLE MAKER AND MODEL RECOGNITION
As the CNN proved its superior performance as a classifier, many MMR methods using CNNs have been proposed. Despite the excellent performance of the CNN, methods based on conventional computer vision algorithms have been proposed continuously. In this section, we introduce the previously proposed MMR methods.
1) CONVENTIONAL ALGORITHM-BASED METHODS
Tafazzoli and Frigui [12] proposed an MMR method based on the image of the rear part of a vehicle. They first found the salient region [22] for the image of the back of the vehicle. Because the detected salient region contains a discriminative feature point of the vehicle such as a tail light, license plate, or vehicle logo, classification was performed based on these characteristics. This method can classify 16 vehicle classes and has a wide range of applications from 1990 to 2014 for released models. However, it has a limitation of working only on the rear parts of the vehicle. Nazemi et al. [13] proposed a feature extraction method using Dense-SIFT [23] , a feature encoding method, and an MMR method based on the support vector machine (SVM) [24] using encoded features. This method can classify up to 50 vehicle classes for the actual road image; however, it only working on the front parts of the vehicle.
2) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK-BASED METHODS
Fang et al. [14] proposed a CNN framework for fine-grained vehicle model recognition and a method for detecting discriminative parts in vehicle images. They repeatedly applied the CNN to detect discriminative parts such as headlights and front grilles from the front image of the vehicle. If there were no more parts to detect, it stopped repeating and combines the features of all detected parts to classify the vehicle model through the SVM. This method demonstrated a high performance based on the CompCars data set [25] . However, it works only in the front parts of the vehicle.
Satar et al. [17] proposed an MMR method using ResNet [26] , which is a CNN architecture, and the single shot multibox detector (SSD) [27] , which is an object detection algorithm, as a preprocessing for performance enhancement. This method can classify 14 vehicle classes for general vehicle images. The characteristic of this method is that the SSD was used as a preprocessor that detects the vehicle in the image and restricts the region of interest and enters it to the CNN classifier. The experimental results indicated that introducing the preprocessor could improve the performance by about 4%. This method is advantageous in that it does not operate only in a specific part of the vehicle; however, it is difficult to implement in an embedded environment because it uses two CNNs. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the proposed vehicle maker classification system and the knowledge distillation method. The proposed system can classify three-vehicle makers and has a cascaded CNN structure by Mask R-CNN adopted as a preprocessor. Through the preprocessor, the CNN classifier can receive background-removed vehicle images, which is highly beneficial to the system performance. In addition, the proposed system can be compressed into a single CNN through the proposed knowledge distillation method.
III. PROPOSED KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION-BASED VEHICLE MAKER CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

A. VEHICLE MAKER CLASSIFICATION WITH MASK R-CNN
The CNN used in the classification problem generally uses a fixed-size input image. The size of the input image is generally between 200 × 200 pixels and 300 × 300 pixels. Therefore, the input image of the system is resized to fit the input size in the CNN classifier. However, the vehicle image generally includes the background, and the ratio of the background region in the image is often higher than that of the vehicle region. Therefore, if the vehicle image is resized to the input size of a CNN, the ratio of the vehicle region to the whole region of the image becomes lower, thus degrading the classification performance of the CNN.
In Fig. 2, (a) is the original image, (b) is the resized image of (a), (c) is the cropped image for the vehicle region of (a), and (d) is the resized image of (c). If the background region of the input image is reduced significantly, as shown in (c), even if the image is resized to the input size, the ratio of the vehicle region in the image is not reduced as shown in (d). In other words, a CNN classifier trained with data such as (b) is likely to extract discriminative features from the windows or pillars of the background region other than the vehicle region. Meanwhile, a CNN classifier trained with data such as (c) can extract most of the features in the FIGURE 1. Conceptual Diagram: This figure shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed vehicle maker classification system and knowledge distillation method. We extract the coordinate information of the vehicle region through vehicle region detection as a preprocessing, and crop and resize the input image based on it. In addition, proposed knowledge distillation method uses the feature map as a performance transfer medium and conduct the parallel training between the teacher and the student. vehicle region; therefore, it becomes clear that the case of learning unnecessary information is reduced significantly.
To reduce the adverse effect of the background region of the input image on the system, we select background region removal as the preprocessing before inputting the image to the classifier. Hence, the Mask R-CNN is adopted in the preprocessing stage as a vehicle detection algorithm. This algorithm provides more precise coordinates of the region of interest (ROI) than other methods such as the Faster R-CNN [28] through the proposed ROI align method.
The proposed system uses the coordinate information of the vehicle region provided by the Mask R-CNN to crop the input image and resize it according to the input size of the classifier. The preprocessed data lead the classifier to pay more attention to the vehicle region during the training. In other words, the adopted preprocessing provides the attention effect [29] to the classifier of the system.
B. CASCADED NETWORK COMPRESSION
The proposed system uses two CNNs, and this structure contributes to the improvement in classification performance of the system. However, using two CNNs with a cascade structure implies that the classification speed at the inference phase is extremely slow and the hardware resource usage is extremely high. Hence, the classification performance of the system which is increased due to the preprocessor is transferred to the single CNN which have the same structure with the classifier of the system. This section describes the proposed knowledge distillation method for this performance transfer.
1) PROPOSED KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION METHOD
The proposed knowledge distillation method consists of parallel training between the teacher and student, and another training for fine-tuning the student after the parallel training. In the proposed method, the preprocessor Mask R-CNN and a classifier trained with the preprocessed data are defined as the teacher. Further, the student is a CNN classifier with the same structure as the teacher's classifier. Solely, we added the proposed attention assistant block to the student's architecture for a more sophisticated performance transfer (as discussed in section III-B-3.)
Among the factors that affect the performance of the proposed system, the most significant contributing factor is the attention effect provided by the preprocessor. That is, by the preprocessor, the teacher generates a more refined feature map for the vehicle region. Therefore, for a successful performance transfer, a method is required to effectively transfer the effect of the preprocessor, that is, the knowledge required to generate a refined feature map. VOLUME 7, 2019 Considering the knowledge distillation method of the CNN used in the classification problem, most of the conventional methods used the teacher's logit value as the medium to transfer the teacher's performance. The intent of conventional methods using the logit value came from the fact that the logit value contains more information than the softmax output. It is persuasive because most of the predictions of the CNN are softmax outputs that resemble one-hot encoded values.
Although the logit value may reflect the information regarding the teacher's classification criteria, it is difficult to consider it as the information that contains the teacher's criteria for generating the feature map. Meanwhile, the feature map can be regarded as information that include the classification criteria of the teacher and the attention information. Because even though the student receives the original data, if the feature map generated by the student is similar to that of the teacher's, it can be considered that the student learns where is the point that the teacher has more attention in the input image. Therefore, the proposed knowledge distillation method uses the feature map as a performance transfer medium instead of the teacher's softmax outputs or logit values, and it conducts parallel training between the teacher and the student. Through this training, the teacher and student's feature maps can become similar. In other words, the student is induced to pay attention to almost the same part as the teacher, despite receiving the original data.
2) PARALLEL TRAINING FOR KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION
The proposed knowledge distillation method is performed through the parallel training between the teacher and student. This means that the training conditions such as batch size, iteration count, optimizer, and learning rates of teacher and student are the same. Further, the teacher and student are trained simultaneously. The teacher is trained to minimize the softmax cross-entropy loss between teacher's infer the result and ground truth. However, the student is trained to minimize the L2-loss between the feature map F T of the last convolutional layer of the teacher and the feature map F S of the last convolutional layer of the student. That is, the teacher and student loss functions, L T and L S , respectively, are defined as follows:
where x and W are the input image and weight of classifier, respectively. Further, p(x i ) and q(x i ) denote the probability distribution of the class obtained from the training data and that deduced through the CNN model, respectively. Finally, N is the number of input data, and C, W , and H are the channel and resolution of the input image, respectively.
3) ATTENTION ASSISTANT BLOCK
The attention assistant block is a combination of three convolution layers and ReLU layers [30] . We insert this block at the front of the student's architecture. Through this block, the classifier can receive an input with a larger size than the original input size. Because three convolution layers are added, the resolution of the input image should be doubled. Consequently, the ratio of the vehicle region of the input image is increased, such that the information loss occurring during the resizing of the input image to the input size is reduced. Although this block cannot completely mimic the role of the system's preprocessor, because of the increased proportion of the vehicle region, the student can learn a knowledge more about the vehicle region. Therefore, the student can receive knowledge of the teacher's feature map more flexible. Although the attention assistant block makes the student need to 16,000 more parameters, the resulting increase in memory usage is only about 0.06 MB.
4) FINE-TUNING
After the parallel training, the student is once again trained with the same training data to train its fully connected layer. At this time, the student is trained to minimize the softmax cross-entropy loss between the inferred results and the ground truth. That is, the student's loss function L S is redefined as:
At the end of this training, the student has a similar classification performance to that of the teacher, despite receiving the original data. Through this process, the proposed system can maintain a high performance despite being compressed into a single CNN structure. Further, this also means that memory consumption can be reduced as much as that consumed by the Mask R-CNN adopted by the preprocessor.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. DATASET COLLECTION PROCESS
It is crucial to collect data for training and performance evaluation because the proposed system is a CNN-based system. In particular, for a more stable performance, it is essential to collect a large number of vehicle images captured under various conditions such as background, brightness, and angle of view. To collect such data, we selected images of promotional websites in the USA, China, and Europe as the collecting targets. Most of these websites provided images for all colors released for each vehicle and images captured at various angles of view for each vehicle. To collect such data, we implemented 11 web-scraping crawlers and collected about 20,000 images. Because the proposed system was trained with these collected data, it did not operate only at a specific angle of views and demonstrated robust performance for color variations. In addition, images of large-scale vehicle information websites were collected to obtain a test dataset that could verify the classification performance of images captured under various conditions and the robustness against external differences according to the release region and year. The collected test dataset consisted of released models from 2015 to 2019, and each image contained a variety of backgrounds, brightness, and angles of view. Table 1 and Fig. 3 show the specification and examples of the collected training and test datasets.
B. EVALUATION OF PREPROCESSOR
For the experiments, we chose the inception-v3 architecture [31] as the classifier of the proposed system. The inception-v3 is a well-known and widely used architecture for classification problems. The selected optimizer was adaptive moment estimation (Adam), iteration was 50000, and the learning rate was 0.001 in the initial phase and 0.0001 in the final phase (exponentially decay). To investigate the effect of the preprocessor on classification performance, we compared the performances of a classifier trained with the original data and that trained with the preprocessed data. Table 2 shows the classification performances of inception-v3 trained with each training dataset.
The experimental results indicated that the performance of the classifier trained with preprocessed data was about 92% and that of the other was about 85%. That is, the performance of the teacher was about 6% higher than that of the system without the preprocessor. This demonstrates that the preprocessor improved the system performance significantly. 
C. SYSTEM COMPRESSION EVALUATION
We compared the performance of the proposed knowledge distillation method with the conventional methods by verifying the classification performances of the students. Table 3 shows the classification performances of the system without the preprocessor, teacher, and students when transferring the teacher's performance in various methods. The difference in the number of parameters between the system without the preprocessor and the teacher (the system with the preprocessor) was 42384k. This implied that if the proposed system was compressed into a single CNN structure, the memory usage of about 160 MB (about 65% of teacher's memory usage) was reduced. The performance of the system without the preprocessor was about 85%, and the system classification performance of the teacher was about 92%. Therefore, the proposed method was meaningful when the performance of the student was similar to that of the teacher and higher than the case of the system without the preprocessor. For a fair performance evaluation of the proposed method, we selected the methods of Hinton et al. and Shen et al. as a benchmark method and conducted a comparative experiment.
1) COMPARISON BETWEEN FEATURE MAP AND SOFT MAX OUTPUT
The primary difference between the proposed method and Hinton et al.'s work is the performance transfer medium. We conducted a comparative experiment between these two methods to measure the performance difference between using the feature map and softmax output as a performance transfer medium. For a fair comparison, we did not use the proposed attention assistant block in this experiment.
The experimental results indicated that Hinton et al.'s work demonstrated an 87% accuracy when the T value was three and 88% accuracy when the T value was one. Experiments were also performed for various T values, but no significant performance changes were observed. Meanwhile, the proposed method demonstrated about 89% accuracy. In other words, Hinton et al.' s work demonstrated about 1% lower performance than the proposed method but demonstrated a higher performance when the T value was one.
This implied that the method of using the softmax output with a somewhat uniform distribution through the T as a VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. Comparison of Grad-CAM results: The red area refers to the part of the model where the attention is strong, and the blue part refers to the part that does not. The system without the preprocessor has strong classification criteria in the vehicle region, but it also pays attention to nondiscriminative points in the background region. However, the teacher has a lot of attention in the vehicle region with a discriminative point, such as the front grill part or the tail light part. In addition, although the student receives nonpreprocessed data, similar to the teacher, the student has a lot of attention in the vehicle region with the discriminative point.
performance transfer medium was ineffective in transferring the information induced by the attention effect provided to the classifier. In other words, the proposed method using the feature map was more advantageous for transferring attention information regarding the input image of the teacher.
2) COMPARISON BETWEEN ATTENTION ASSISTANT BLOCK AND FULLY CONNECTED LAYER
In the proposed method, the attention assistant block is inserted at the front of the student's architecture. Similarly, Shen et al. proposed a method of adding an FC layer to the teacher and student's architectures. Therefore, the comparison between the proposed method and Shen et al.'s work was a comparative experiment of performance contribution between modules added to the model architecture for a better performance transfer. The experimental results indicated about 88% accuracy when the FC layer was added to the teacher and student's architecture. This demonstrated that performance enhancement was achieved when the FC layer was added to Hinton et al.'s work. However, it indicated about 1% lower accuracy than the proposed method using the attention assistant block. We have analyzed that the method of increasing the amount of information to be transferred by increasing the dimension of the model output through the additional FC layer was the same intention as Hinton et al.'s work. In other words, an additional FC layer facilitates in extracting more teacher's classification performance; however, it could not be regarded as a method to help extract a teacher's attention information of the input images. Rather, it was more advantageous to add three convolution layers to the student's architecture such that a larger resolution input image could be used.
3) VERIFYING THE DEGREE OF ATTENTION KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER THROUGH GRAD-CAM
This section addresses the qualitative performance evaluation of the proposed method. The goal of the proposed method is to find the student that exhibits similar performance to that of the teacher's performance. This depends on how well the attention information generated by the preprocessor is transferred to the student. We used Grad-CAM [32] to verify that the student who had transferred the teacher's performance exhibited a similar attention as the teacher's attention on the input images. Grad-CAM is a tool that shows a CNN's attention information regarding the input image. In the Grad-CAM image, the parts of the model exhibiting high attention are expressed in red, and the opposite are expressed in blue. Fig. 4 shows the Grad-CAM outputs for the same inputs of the system without the preprocessor, and the teacher and students whose performance has been transferred with both the proposed and benchmark methods.
The Grad-CAM results indicated that although the system without the preprocessor had strong classification criteria in the vehicle region, it tended to extract features even in nondiscriminative points such as wheels, exhaust parts, or even background regions. In this case, because the vehicle maker was classified based on features extracted from regions with no discriminate features, even if the correct answer was obtained, it could not be evaluated as a correct classification. Meanwhile, the teacher who received the preprocessed data demonstrated significant attention to the vehicle region, especially to discriminative points such as the front grille or the tail light. Most of all, the student who received the teacher's performance through the proposed method paid strong attention to almost the same part as that of the teacher's, despite receiving the original data. Meanwhile, students who received the teacher's performance through benchmark methods paid attention to the somewhat different part than the teacher or even paid strong attention to the background region. Through these experimental results, it could be visually confirmed that the proposed knowledge distillation method well transferred the attention information and classification performance of the teacher.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a vehicle maker classification system with a CNN structure. In addition, a novel knowledge distillation method was proposed to compress them into a single CNN structure. The proposed system adopted mask regions with CNN features (Mask R-CNN) as a preprocessor for vehicle region detection and used it in conjunction with a CNN classifier. It could classify three vehicle makers and its performance was about 91%. Most of all, when the system was compressed into a single CNN structure through the proposed knowledge distillation method, the memory usage reduced to about 160 MB. However, the performance was about 89%, and the performance loss owing to compression was only about 2%. The experimental results indicated that the proposed method demonstrated better performance transfer capability than conventional knowledge distillation methods, and that its transfer capability of the teacher's attention information for the input image was superior.
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